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such differences are noted this time
around. Expected changes will be
pretty much the same because prices
are expected to remain quite stable.

Ample Supplies Assured
One thing for sure, U.S. domestic
producers should have no problems
in meeting the above demand estimates. For one, industry capacity is
more than adequate. But equally
important is the fact that overseas
suppliers, often in dire need of American dollars, should remain both willing and able to fill any and all orders.

Looking at domestic mill capacity
first, production potential over recent
years has continued to decline. But
these cutbacks generally have been a
lot more modest than recorded a
decade or so ago. Result: It has been
increasingly difficult to significantly
raise mill utilization rates despite the
modest recent pickup in demand.
In late 2014, for example, domestic mills were operating at only
around 74 percent of their potential.
True, that’s an increase of 5 percentage points from 12 months earlier.
On the other hand, it’s still well
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good auto year and expectations that
the housing market will be considerably stronger than it was last year.
On the latter score, strong housing should mean more demand for
rugs and carpets. It will be a welcome
change from the past four years
when sales of these products
remained virtually unchanged.
Indeed, compare current demand
levels to those recorded just before the
2008 business downturn, and one finds
that the past year’s sales barely totaled
1 billion square feet — down some 4
percent from the prerecession level.
But as suggested, better days lie
ahead. Company executives would
seem to agree as they announce
stepped up investments aimed at producing new and better carpet products,
as well as increasing output efficiency.
Nonwoven fabrics also are doing
quite well. Strong growth can be
expected to continue in such areas
filtration, protective apparel, roofing
and geotextiles.
And the same can be said for fabrics designed for activewear. According to a recent Cotton Inc. survey, for
example, more than nine out of 10
consumers say they now wear
activewear for activities other than
exercise. Not surprising, sales are
growing at double the rate noted for
non-activewear.
The denim market also remains
bright. According to one style expert,
the young generation who grew up
with skinny jeans now are also discovering 100-percent cotton denim.
And a new wave of people is expected
to wear traditional designs again.
Add in all other clothing products,
and overall apparel shipments are
likely to rise another 5 percent or so
over the New Year. Behind the optimism: The combination of positive
consumer buying factors that were
discussed previously.
Finally, before leaving the subject
of demand, a few words are in order
on our shipment versus production
numbers. Normally, differences
occur because production is a physical concept, while shipments always
are expressed in dollar terms. But no
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Figure 1: Demand — Demand Improves
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